
Wk Thai Thai Word Definition

1 1 ความกลา้หาญ mettle an inherent quality of character or courage

noun

1 1 ลกึลับ uncanny supernatural, unusual or exciting wonder

adj

1 1 สกอ๊ต scotch to put an end to or to crush

verb

1 1 ความกวา้ง breadth general size, scope, distance from side to side, or the extent of something

noun

1 1 อจิฉา begrudge to feel ill will or to regard someone or something with displeasure or resentment

verb

1 1 คนแกข่ีห้ลงขีล้มื dotard an old or feeble person, often one who is foolish

noun

1 1 เผด็จการ autocratic like a tyrant, assertion of total authority

adj

1 1 ฆา่ทิง้ decimate to destroy something thoroughly

verb

1 1 ความกังวลใจ trepidation fearful uncertainty or anxiety

noun

1 1 ความจรงิ axiom a statement or principle that is generally accepted to be true

noun

1 2 ถอ้ยค าทีเ่บือ่หู cliché an idea that has been repeated too often

noun

1 2 ยนืยัน affirm to say something in a positive way

verb

1 2 เบีย้ว wry showing that you find a bad or difficult situation slightly amusing

adj

1 2 ยา่ง grill to question relentlessly; it also means to cook over a flame

verb

1 2 เปลอืก rind a hard outer layer on food

noun

1 2 ฟมูฟาย maudlin overly emotional, sappy

adj

1 2 รางน ้า trough a long, narrow, open container, often for holding water or food or for washing something

noun

1 2 สนัทราย apocalyptic predicting imminent disaster or total destruction

adj

1 2 ความรนุแรง acuity the ability to hear, see or think accurately and clearly

noun

1 2 ยนืยัน aver to state positively or declare to be true

verb

2 1 ด าเนนิ conduct to organize and direct a particular activity

verb

2 1 กด depress to cause a person to feel unhappy and without hope

verb

2 1 คนทีก่ระตอืรอืรน้ enthusiast a person who is very interested in and involved with a particular subject or activity

noun

2 1 ความประทับใจ impression an idea or opinion of what something or someone is like

noun

2 1 ละทิง้ abandon to leave behind or run away from someone or something, or to give up something

verb

2 1 ซบัซอ้น complex having many parts related to each other in ways that may be difficult to understand

adj

2 1 เสรมิสรา้ง reinforce to make something stronger, usually by adding more material or another piece

verb

2 1 หบุเขาลกึ canyon a deep valley with steep sides and usually a river flowing along the bottom

noun

2 1 โดยเฉพาะ specific relating to one thing and not others; particular

adj

2 1ไมน่่าจะเป็นไปได ้ improbable not likely to happen or be true: 

adj

2 2 คูม่อื manual done or operated with the hands

adj

2 2 ขัน้ต า่ minimum being the smallest amount or number allowed or possible

adj

2 2 น่าเกลยีด hideous extremely ugly or bad

adj

The climb to the summit in a blizzard would test their mettle.

Tom looks so similar to Peter. His uncanny resemblance to Peter is almost scary.

The company hoped to scotch the rumors of a takeover.

The length of this box is twice its breadth.

He’s worked every day this month, so you can’t begrudge him a little time off now.

The old man could not remember where he lived and was acting like a dotard.

I responded with a wry smile when he told me that I wasn't his type.

The police went to grill the suspect in the hope that he would sign a confession.

Some blue cheeses have a thin rind which is covered with a  powdery mold.

The play was so maudlin that the ushers handed out tissues to wipe away our tears.

Farmers often dig a trough by the side of a field for cows to drink from.

Listen to the apocalyptic warnings about our destruction of the environment.

No one could change the mind of the autocratic ruler once he made a decision.

Overfishing is going to decimate the cod population.

With some fear and trepidation, I set out to find my first job.

Dell is successful because it has followed its own axiom: 'Don't do anything stupid'.

The story is shamelessly corny, and grownups will groan at its clichés.

Applicants signed a form to affirm their support for the bill.

Air attacks forced the villagers to abandon their homes.

The question of who is legally responsible is a complex issue.

Californian building codes require steel rods be used to reinforce construction.

The Grand Canyon was carved out by the Colorado River in Arizona, USA.

The virus attacks specific cells in the body.

It's highly improbable that Norris will agree.

Tiredness affects visual acuity, so you should stop driving when you are tired.

The lawyer rushed to aver her client's innocence.

The scientist will conduct experiements and write up his research.

Bad weather tomorrow will depress a lot of people.

He loves building things in miniature, and is a real model-aircraft enthusiast.

I didn't get much of an impression of the place because it was dark.

The mail can be sorted faster by machine then by manual sorting.

Her lawyer asked the judge to give her the minimum sentence.

They've just built some hideous new apartment blocks on the seafront.
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2 2 เหม็น foul extremely unpleasant

adj

2 2 คลาสสกิ classic being of a high standard against which others are judged

adj

2 2 ชัน้ layer
a thin sheet of a substance on top of a surface, or a level of material that is different from the material 

on either side

noun

2 2 โลภ greed a very strong wish to continuously get more of something, especially food or money

noun

2 2 ทศวรรษ decade a period of ten years

noun

2 2 เห็นไดช้ดั apparent able to be seen or understood

adj

2 2 ตรงกันขา้ม contrast an easily noticed or understood difference between two or more things

noun

3 1 ความส าคัญ emphasis special attention given to something because it is importance

noun

3 1 รวบรวม compile to collect information from a variety of places and arrange it in a book, report, or list

verb

3 1 ขดักัน conflict an active disagreement, as between opposing opinions or needs

noun

3 1 แสดง demonstrate to show how to do something; explain

verb

3 1 ดแูล administrate to manage or direct; administer

verb

3 1 กลา่วถงึ cite to mention something as proof for a theory or as a reason as taken from written work

verb

3 1 สตูร formula the exact chemical parts that a mixture consists of

noun

3 1 ความตงึเครยีด stress worry caused by a difficult situation, or something that causes this condition

noun

3 1 เสรมิ enhance to improve the quality, amount, or strength of something

verb

3 1 รว่มกัน mutual feeling the same emotion, or doing the same thing to or for people or groups

adj

3 2 น่าอาย dead set against to be determined not to do something

verb

3 2 การประกาศ declaration an announcement, often one that is written and official: 

noun

3 2 ววิาห์ matrimony the state of being married

noun

3 2 ผล outcome the result or effect of an action, situation, or event:

noun

3 2 ความตา่ง defrost to cause to become free of ice, or no longer frozen

verb

3 2 ผูเ้ยาว์ minor not great in size or importance

adj

3 2 ท าตามหนา้ที่ disparity a lack of equality or similarity, especially in a way that is not fair

noun

3 2 เลอืดเย็น merciless having or showing no mercy

adj

3 2 ตคีวาม interpret to describe the meaning of something; examine in order to explain

verb

3 2 ระยะ phase any stage in a series of events or in a process of development

noun

4 1 เกณฑ์ criteria a condition or fact used as a standard by which something can be judged or considered

adj

4 1 โดยสิน้เชงิ discrete having an independent existence or form apart from other similar things; separate

adj

4 1 สว่นประกอบ complement to help make something or someone more complete or effective

noun

4 1เห็นความแตกตา่ง discriminate to treat a person differently or unfairly to the way other people are usually treated

verb

4 1 ต า่สดุ minimal as small as possible

adj

4 1 ถอยหลัง reverse to cause something to go in the opposite direction, order, or position

I don't know why I'm eating more. It's not hunger, it's just greed!

The economy is growing at its slowest rate this decade, but will improve after 2020.

It was becoming increasingly apparent that he could no longer look after himself.

She is quite petite, in contrast with her tall sister.

In schools, the emphasis or focus on programming has declined in recent years.

We’re going to compile some facts and figures for an article on the Thai economy.

Why are you in such a foul mood this morning?

John Steinbeck wrote a classic American novel called “The Grapes of Wrath”.

The road was built up with a layer of crushed stone and asphalt.

The county took steps to improve and enhance water quality.

The organization promotes mutual understanding between peoples.

They are dead set against the plans to close the local hospital.

The company made a declaration of intent to follow an equal opportunities policy.

Let us join this man and this woman in holy matrimony, as they get married today.

It’s too early to predict the outcome of the election.

Dustributing other people's material may be in conflict with copyright law.

The surgeon will demonstrate the use of lasers for certain operations.

UNICEF had to administrate the funds raised to help victims of the famine.

Let me cite the study of the batteries as proof the company knew of the danger.

Pepsico will change its soft-drink formula to make it sweeter.

Luis is under a lot of stress right now.

Eight criteria will be used to select new stadium sites.

This area has four discrete neighborhoods centered around a school.

She used photographs to complement the text of the news story.

It is illegal to discriminate on the basis of race, sex, national origin, or age.

Hw will survive the operation. Fortunately, damage to the heart was minimal.

Defrost the chicken thoroughly before cooking.

The girl will be alright as she suffered only minor injuries in the accident.

There has been a growing disparity between rich and poor in recent years.

There are reports of merciless attacks on innocent civilians.

It’s difficult to interpret these statistics without knowing how they were obtained.

The project has just started and is only in its first phase of planning.
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verb

4 1 สถานการณ์ scenario a description of possible events

noun

4 1 จัดให ้ equip to provide objects that are needed for a particular purpose

verb

4 1 ประมาณการ estimate a judgment or calculation of approximately how large or how great something is

verb

4 1 กรอบ framework a structure around or over which something is built

noun

4 2 กนิ consume to use fuel, energy, or time, esp. in large amounts

verb

4 2 เงนิสมทบ subsidy money given as part of the cost of something to help or encourage it to happen

noun

4 2 ทีด่นิ estate a large, privately owned area of land in the country, often with a large house

noun

4 2 รักษา retain to keep or continue to have something

verb

4 2 สไตล์ style a way of doing something that is typical of a person or group

noun

4 2 สอบสวน investigate to examine something carefully to discover the truth

verb

4 2 คาด anticipate to imagine or expect that something will happen, and prepare for it

verb

4 2 โดเมน domain an area of interest or an area over which a person has control

noun

4 2 โยกยา้ย migrate to move from one country or region to another, often temporarily

verb

4 2 อนิพตุ input information put into a system so it can operate

noun

5 1 เว ิง้วา้ง immense extremely large; great in size or degree

adj

5 1 ล ้าเสยีง ultrasonic sound waves that are too high for people to hear

adj

5 1 รวมทัง้หมด overall extremely large; great in size or degree

adj

5 1 ตรงกันขา้ม contrary a fact or opinion that is the opposite of one already stated

noun

5 1 ความบา้คลั่ง mania an unusually strong and continuing interest in an activity or subject

noun

5 1 ยับยัง้ inhibit to take an action that discourages someone from doing something

verb

5 1 เขา้ใจ perceive to think of something in a particular way

verb

5 1 บรรทัดฐาน norm an accepted standard or a way of being or doing things

noun

5 1 ชกัจงู induce to persuade someone to do something, or to cause something to happen

verb

5 1 ระบุ specify to state or describe something clearly and exactly

verb

5 2 สวัสดกิาร welfare physical and mental health and happiness

noun

5 2 ถูกตอ้ง accurate correct and without any mistakes

verb

5 2 ประกอบดว้ย comprise to consist of or to be made up of

verb

5 2 สิง่พมิพ์ publication a book or document, or the act of making information or writing available

noun

5 2 มผีลตอ่ affect to have an influence on someone or something

verb

5 2 แตกตา่ง diverge to go in different directions from the same point, or to become different

verb

5 2 ผสม mixed showing a mixture of different feelings or opinions 

adj

5 2 แตกตา่ง vary to change in some way, or to cause similar things to differ

verb

5 2 ประเมนิผล evaluate to judge or calculate the quality, importance, amount, or value of something

The group is trying to reverse the trend toward developing the wetlands.

An estate agent is the only agent with the right to sell your property.

He could retain facts easily enough, but he couldn't remember people’s names.

The book is written in the style of an 18th-century novel.

There was a suspicious man near the playground, and we asked the police to investigate.

We anticipate criticism but let's give ourselves 10 million baht bonuses anyway.

Works in the public domain are those whose intellectual property rights have expired.

In the worst-case scenario, the whole coast would be under water.

We are going to equip all of our classrooms with computers.

I don't know for sure.  can only make a rough estimate of how many people will attend.

The Golden Gate has a strong steel framework that suspends the bridge.

Weekend shopping chores are going to consume much of her time.

To increase crocodile numbers, a subsidy will be available to crocodile producers.

He was surprised by his wife’s sudden mania for exercise.

The merger was not allowed because it would inhibit open competition.

The way people perceive the world is strongly influenced by their language.

She is always unwell. Illness has become the norm for her.

They tried to induce her to take the job by offering her a bonus.

The treaty will specify terms for the withdrawal of troops.

In September these birds migrate south.

The city plans to get input from local community groups.

He is going to be extremely rich as he will inherit an immense fortune.

Some parents wan to use ultrasonic scanning to find out an unborn child's sex.

Despite finishing third overall, he became the record holder for competition.

We expected the play to be a bore, but the contrary was true.

There has been a mixed reaction to the changes.

The value of stocks will alter or vary from month to month.

We were concerned for our parents’ welfare when we heard about the storm.

This thermometer will give accurate readings of my temperature.

The Pacific Rim is known to comprise countries bordering the Pacific. 

His writing appeared in a British Medical Journal publication.

The disease will only affect cattle.

The tone of the final report isn’t likely to diverge much from the earlier report.
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verb

5 2 เหมอืนกัน coincide to come together in position or happen at or near the same time

verb

6 1 เสน้สาย helper someone who helps with an activity

noun

6 1 แทรก insert to put something in something else

verb

6 1 เยอืกเย็น frigid extremely cold

adj

6 1 โครงการ scheme a plan for doing or organizing something

noun

6 1 ตัวแทน behalf done for another person’s benefit or support

noun

6 1 ไกลเ่กลีย่ mediate help to solve a disagreement by communicating between groups

verb

6 1 ชว่ยให ้ enable make someone able by providing whatever is necessary to achieve that aim

verb

6 1 ฝ่าย faction a group with slightly different ideas within a larger group

noun

6 1 หลักจรยิธรรม ethic a system of accepted beliefs that control behavior, often based on morals

noun

6 1 ภายใน internal existing or happening inside a person, organization or country 

adj

6 2 เชีย่วชาญ specialize to spend your time studying one particular subject or one type of work

verb

6 2 เดยีว monochromatic containing or using only one color

adj

6 2 ทางเลอืก alternative something that is different, esp. from what is usual; a choice

noun

6 2 แรกเริม่ initial of or at the beginning; first

adj

6 2 ชดัเจน explicit communicated directly in a clear and exact way

adj

6 2 เกาะ perch to rest or sit on a branch or on the edge or top

verb

6 2 ประสานงาน coordinate to make various, separate things work together

verb

6 2 รวมกัน unify to bring separate parts of something together so that they are one

verb

6 2 สว่นใหญ่ bulk something very large, or a large amount, not divided into smaller parts

noun

6 2 สว่น section a part of something

noun

7 1 ทา่เรอื haven a safe or peaceful place

noun

7 1 ยนืกราน persist to continue to exist past the usual time

verb

7 1 รา่ง draft a piece of work that is done to help prepare to complete the work in its final form

noun

7 1 ใช ้ implement to put a plan or system into operation

verb

7 1 ไฟล์ file A file in a computer is a collection of information stored as one unit with one name:

noun

7 1 เดน่ predominant being the most noticeable or largest in number, or having the most power or influence

adj

7 1 ความผดิพลาด error a mistake, esp. in a way that can be discovered as wrong, or the making of such mistakes

noun

7 1 ระเหย volatile likely to change suddenly and unexpectedly, or suddenly violent or angry

adj

7 1 สิง่แวดลอ้ม context the influences and events related to a particular event or situation

noun

7 1 ส าเนา counterpart a person who has the same position as another in a different organization

noun

7 2 กฎระเบยีบ regulatory a person or organization whose job is to control regulations

adj

7 2 พรอ้มกัน concurrent happening at the same time

The doctor will evaluate the patient’s condition before prescribing treatment.

Power failures often coincide with stormy weather.

The teachers make great use of volunteer helpers.

Insert your ATM card in the slot to begin your transaction.

Our school promotes an ethic of service to the community.

The bank will conduct an internal investigation into the behavour of its staff.

She’s studying to be a lawyer and will specialize in accident cases.

His paintings convey many ideas, even though they are in one colour or monochromatic.

You can make it look good by comparing it to a poor alternative.

She failed her driving test on the initial try, but passed the next time.

It’s frigid in here – could you turn down the air-conditioning?

The yellow and white color scheme brightened up the kitchen.

On behalf of the whole group,  let me wish you well in your new job.

Last-minute attempts to mediate failed, and the workers went on strike.

Saving enough money now will enable you to retire comfortably.

The president’s advisors represent every faction of his party.

A tax haven is a place where taxes are levied at a low rate, such as the Bahamas.

Despite the lack of evidence, she continues to persist in her belief in flying saucers.

The architects gave us their first draft of the design.

Congress refused to pass the bill that would implement tax reforms.

I’m going to copy/save this file.

Women have a predominant role as health care professionals.

I gave them explicit directions on how to get here.

Eagles like to perch on outcrops of rocks high up on mountains.

Voluntary organizations will need to coordinate their efforts to help the homeless.

With his speech, the president sought to unify the country.

We buy a lot of our groceries in bulk at Macro to save money.

Dad always reads the sports section of the newspaper.

The train crash was caused by human error rather than mechanical failure.

The stock market was highly volatile, surging upward and crashing suddenly.

He will look for solutions in the context of changes to the health-care system.

The president will meet with his Brazilian counterpart from Chile tomorrow.

The governments regulatory laws were not liked by the finance companies.
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adj

7 2 เกนิกวา่ exceed to be greater than a number or amount, or to go beyond a permitted limit

verb

7 2 วัตถุประสงค์ objective something that you aim to do or achieve

noun

7 2 สรา้ง establish to start something that will last for a long time

verb

7 2 เขม้งวด rigid not permitting any change

adj

7 2 วัฒนธรรม culture the way of life of a particular people, including their attitudes, moral and religious beliefs

noun

7 2 ทราบ aware knowing that something exists, or having knowledge or experience of a particular thing

adj

7 2 เอาทพ์ตุ output an amount that a person, machine, or organization produces

noun

8 1 ครอบง า dominate to have control over a place or a person, or to be the most important person or thing

verb

8 1 สารเคมี chemical any basic substance that changes its atoms or molecules

noun

8 1 ละเมดิ violate to break or act against something such as a law, agreement, or principle

verb

8 1 เป็นมลู underlying real but not immediately obvious: 

adj

8 1 ตรวจสอบ monitor to watch and check something carefully over a period of time

verb

8 1 ไมรู่ ้ ignorant having no knowledge or awareness of something or of things in general

adj

8 1 สนทนา converse the opposite

noun

8 1 อยา่งสภุาพ modestly not large in size or amount, or not expensive

adv

8 1 ปรมิาณ volume the number or amount of something having a lot of units or parts

noun

8 1 แกลง้ท า simulate to create conditions or processes similar to something that exists

verb

8 2 ตดิตาม pursue to follow or search for someone or something, in order to catch or attack that person or thing

verb

8 2 ซอขนาดใหญ่ cello a large, wooden musical instrument with four strings which a player rests on the floor

noun

8 2ความไมน่่าไวว้างใจ disrepute the state of not being respected or trusted

noun

8 2 สหาย companion someone or something you spend a lot of time with or travel with

noun

8 2 ชา่งเงนิ silversmith a person who makes or sells silver objects

noun

8 2การกนิเนือ้พวกเดยีวกันเองcannibalism a person who eats human flesh, or an animal that eats the flesh of animals of its own type

noun

8 2 ฮารด์แวร์ hardware the physical and electronic parts of a computer, rather than the instructions it follows

noun

8 2 อนุมัติ sanction a strong action taken to make people obey a law or rule, or a punishment

noun

8 2 เป็นยัง as yet until and including this time

adv

8 2 ปิดบงั obscure not known to many people

adj

8 2 สามัคคี cohesion the situation when the members of a group or society are united

noun

9 1 หนิปนู limestone a white or light grey rock that is used as a building material and in the making of cement

noun

9 1 การแผรั่งสี radiation a form of energy that comes from a nuclear reaction and that can be very dangerous to health

noun

9 1ถอืประโยชนเ์ป็นส าคัญ utilitarian designed to be useful rather than decorative

adj

9 1 เขยา่ jolt something or someone caused to move suddenly and violently

He didn't mean to exceed the speed limit by 15 kph but needed to get to work quickly.

His main objective this semester is to improve his grades.

Once we establish the price, we can begin to market the product.

I keep to a rigid schedule.

We wish to promote a culture of equality throughout the organization.

Are you aware of any reason why you cannot act fairly as a juror in this trial?

He’s serving two concurrent 10-year sentences.

We were very young, ignorant, unskilled men that didn't know much.

However, the converse of this theory may also be true.

At just £9, the DVD is very modestly priced.

The main difficulty with teaching is the sheer volume of work.

Researchers are developing new techniques to simulate crashes.

The police ran to pursue on foot, but lost him in the crowd.

The output of a factory increases as new equipment is introduced.

The Tiger Woods affair was the story that was to dominate the headlines.

A chemical reaction is a process that leads to the transformation of substances.

The aggressive maneuver appeared to violate the cease-fire agreement.

The investigation focused on the underlying causes of the fire.

He will monitor the test, watching for anybody who will be a possible cheater.

Without any realistic sanction, teacherscan have difficulty keeping order in class.

We haven't needed extra staff as yet, but may do in the future.

Samoa is a tiny, obscure island in the Pacific that is hard to find on the map.

The lack of cohesion within the party lost them votes in the election.

The experiment tested sedimentary rocks, including limestone and sandstone.

Many servicemen suffered radiation sickness after the early atomic tests.

She is a cellist and plays the cello with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.

The judge’s behavior, he said, had brought the law profession into disrepute.

He shared his cabin with his wife and constant companion of 62 years.

A silversmith fashions delicate items of jewelry and other handicrafts our of silver.

The Aztecs apparently practiced cannibalism as part of the ritual of human sacrifice.

You will need to be able to configure hardware, such as printer settings.

Like many factories, it's a very ugly utilitarian building.
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noun

9 1 อา่งอาบน ้า tub a large, round container with a flat base and an open top

noun

9 1 เกลยีว spiral a situation in which something becomes lower because one bad event causes another

noun

9 1 คนเลีย้งแกะ shepherd a person whose job is to take care of sheep and move them from one place to another

noun

9 1ท าใหม้เีสถยีรภาพ stabilize If you stabilize something, you cause it to become fixed or to stop changing

verb

9 1 รปูไข่ elliptical having an oval shape

adj

9 1 เอาคนืไมไ่ด ้ irrevocable impossible to change

adj

9 2 จมลงใตน้ ้า submerge to go below or make something go below the surface of the sea or a river or lake

verb

9 2 เสยีงไชโยโหร่อ้ง acclaim public approval and praise

noun

9 2ซึง่เกดิขึน้หลังจากทีเ่จา้ของตายแลว้posthumous happening after a person's death

adj

9 2 สละ renounce to state formally or publicly non-ownership or connection with something

verb

9 2 ทบึแสง opaque preventing light from travelling through, and therefore not transparent or translucent:

adj

9 2 สเปรย์ spray a mass of very small drops of liquid carried in the air

noun

9 2 อารี accommodating a person who is eager or willing to help other people

adj

9 2 สวา่น auger a hand tool used for boring holes in wood or ice. 

noun

9 2 ขวา้ง hurl to throw something with a lot of force, usually in an angry or violent way

verb

9 2 รัว้ fencing fences, or the materials used to make fences

noun

10 1 สบืทอด inherit to receive money, a house, etc. from someone after they have died

verb

10 1 หลอกหลอน haunt a ghost who appears in a place repeatedly

verb

10 1 ไมส่มสว่น disproportionate too large or too small in comparison to something else

adj

10 1 ความส าเร็จ feat something difficult needing a lot of skill, strength, courage, etc. to achieve it

noun

10 1 สง่โทรเลข telegraph a method of sending and receiving messages by electrical or radio signals

noun

10 1 การปกครอง domination power or control over other people or things

noun

10 1 โล่ shield a large, flat object held in front of the body as protection

noun

10 1 สารพัน assorted consisting of various types mixed together

adj

10 1 ค ้าชู hold up a delay

noun

10 1 สว่น fragment a small piece or a part, especially when broken from something whole

noun

10 2ความพอประมาณ modesty the quality of not talking about abilities and achievements

noun

10 2 อปุสรรค barrier an obstacle that stops people or things from going somewhere

noun

10 2 คลอ่งแคลว่ fluent a person who can speak a language easily, well, and quickly

adj

10 2 เผด็จการ tyrannical using, showing, or relating to the unfair and cruel use of power over people in a country

adj

10 2 อธบิายลักษณะ characterise to describe something by stating its main qualities

verb

10 2 การฟอก purification the act of removing harmful substances from something

noun

10 2 ออ้มแอม้ hesitantly slow to act due to being nervous or not certain

The orbits of the planets around the Sun are not spherical but elliptical.

The sentence the judge gave to the criminal was irrevocable and remained in effect.

The submarine started to submerge when enemy planes were sighted.

Despite the critical acclaim, the novel did not sell well.

The posthumous award was given to the soldier's widow.

Her ex-husband decided to renounce his claim to the family house and kept nothing.

A jolt of electricity shot through me when I touched the wall socket.

We've got a tub for compost at the bottom of our garden.

We must avoid the downward spiral in which unemployment leads to crime.

Old English Sheepdogs make for a great companion to the shepherd on watch.

The one-child policy in China attempts to stabilize the population at 1.6 billion.

Who will inherit the house when he dies?

A ghostly lady is said to haunt the stairway looking for her children.

There are a disproportionate number of girls in the class.

The Eiffel Tower is a remarkable feat of engineering.

The first transatlantic telegraph cable was laid across the sea bed in 1858.

The Terminator was a movie about a group of robots set on world domination.

I find her poetry rather opaque.

Can you feel the spray from the sea/waterfall?

I'm sure she'll help you - she's always very accommodating.

The plumber could not find his auger in his tool box.

In a fit of temper, he stood up to hurl the book across the room.

Electric fencing can be used in the field, on the top rail.

He's a fluent Russian speaker.

In the end, she left home to escape the tyrannical rule of her mother.

In her essay, shesets out to characterise the whole era as a period of radical change.

Saudi Arabia had built many water purification plants to ensure clean drinking water.

The police held up their riot shields against the flying rocks and bricks.

He couldn't decide on one type so he bought a case of assorted wines.

Come on, let's go. What's the hold up?

The road was covered with a large fragment of glass from the shattered window.

She does a lot of work for charities, but her modesty forbids her from talking about it.

The mountains acted as a natural barrier to the spread of the disease.
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adv

10 2 ชอบ disposed to like or approve of something or someone

adj

10 2 อยา่งน่ากลัว horribly extremely, especially in a very bad or unpleasant way

adv

10 2 คตธิรรม morale the amount of confidence felt by a person or group 

noun

11 1 เหตกุารณ์ incidence an event, or the rate at which something happens

noun

11 1 พาหนะ vehicle a machine, usually with wheels and an engine, used on roads

noun

11 1 เหมอืนกัน similar looking or being almost, but not exactly, the same

adj

11 1 ทรัพยากร resource a useful or valuable possession or quality of a country, organization, or person

noun

11 1 ชมุชน community the people living in one particular area with common interests, social group, or nationality

noun

11 1 ไก trigger to cause something bad to start

verb

11 1 ระคายเคอืง irritable becoming annoyed very easily

adj

11 1ท าน ้าแข็งใหล้ะลาย covered covered in the way mentioned

adj

11 1 ความน่าเบือ่ monotony a situation in which something stays the same and is therefore boring

noun

11 1 ส าคัญ significant important or noticeable

adj

11 2 กลา้ guts courage in dealing with danger or uncertainty

noun

11 2 วง sphere a subject or area of knowledge, work

noun

11 2 ความไมแ่น่ใจ irresolution not able or willing to take decisions or actions

noun

11 2 คูข่นานกับ parallel lines whose distance between them is the same all along their length

noun

11 2 แปลง transform to change completely so that there is an improved

verb

11 2 เตรยีมพรอ้ม forthcoming happening soon

adj

11 2 สมมติ assume to accept something to be true without question or proof

verb

11 2 ซือ้ purchase to buy something

verb

11 2 รองรับ underlie to be a hidden cause of or strong influence on something

verb

11 2 ดังทีเ่รยีกกัน so-called to describe someone or something that is not suitable or not correct

adj

12 1 สรปุ aggregate something formed by adding together several amounts or things

noun

12 1 การอภปิราย debate serious discussion of a subject in which many people take part

noun

12 1 พลวัต dynamic having a lot of ideas and enthusiasm

adj

12 1 เปลีย่นแปลง alter to change something, usually slightly, or to cause the characteristics of something to change

verb

12 1 จ ากัด constrain to control and limit something

verb

12 1 วทิยานพินธ์ thesis a long piece of writing on a particular subject, foruniversity degree

noun

12 1 ความไมถู่กจดุ irrelevance something that is not related to what is being discussed

noun

12 1 มนี ้าใจ gracious behaving in a pleasant, polite, calm way

adj

12 1 ปรกึษา consult to get information or advice from a source with special knowledge on a particular subject

verb

She approached the teacher hesitantly.

She seems favourably disposed towards the idea.

Drug trafficking is a matter of grave concern for the entire international community.

Some people find that certain foods trigger their headaches.

Be careful what you say. He's rather irritable today.

From the top of the mojunatin you could see the snow- covered hills.

The monotony of motorway driving causes many accidents.

There has been a significant increase in the number of women students in recent years.

Their plans went horribly wrong.

There have been a lot of recent redundancies so morale is fairly low.

There has been an increased incidence of cancer near nuclear power stations.

A truck driver died last night when his vehicle overturned.

I bought some new shoes which are very similar to a pair I had before.

The country's greatest resource is the dedication of its workers.

Let's assume (that) they're coming and make plans on that basis.

You must purchase the tickets at least two weeks in advance.

Psychological problems very often underlie apparently physical disorders.

It was one of his so-called friends who supplied him with the drugs that killed him.

Arsenal lost the second game, but got through to the final on aggregate.

How we proceed from here is a matter for debate.

It takes a lot of guts to admit to so many people that you've made a mistake.

She started being involved in the political sphere when she studied political science.

No course seems clear to him, and he tosses about in irresolution.

Hills Road is in the same direction and is parallel to Mill Road.

The reorganization will transform the British entertainment industry.

We have just received the information about the forthcoming conference.

I'm not quite sure how to get there - I'd better consult a map.

She's young and dynamic and will be a great addition to the team.

We've had to alter some of our plans so we aren't going to Spain this year .

If he does not plan ahead, he will constrain the chances of company improvement.

He is writing his a doctoral thesis in order to obtain his PhD in Engineering.

Sympathy is an irrelevance. We need practical help.

The losing team were gracious in defeat.
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12 1 แพทย์ practitioner someone involved in a skilled job or activity

noun

12 2 การปฏวิัต ิ revolution a change in the way a country is governed, often using violence or war

noun

12 2 แหง้ออก unbeliever a person who does not have any religious beliefs

noun

12 2 ก าหนด assign to give a particular job or piece of work to someone

verb

12 2 ตดิกัน adjacent very near, next to, or touching

adj

12 2 อ านาจ authority the moral or legal right or ability to control

noun

12 2 ตอ้งการ require to need something or make something necessary

verb

12 2 เก็บเนือ้เก็บตัว isolate to separate something from other things with which they are joined

verb

12 2 วางใจ rely to need help to continue to work correctly or to succeed

verb

12 2 ลด minimise to reduce something to the least possible level or amount

verb

12 2 แสดง exhibit to show something publicly

verb

13 1 การยอมแพ ้ accepting amenable; open

adv

13 1 คน้หา locate to be in a particular place

verb

13 1 สง่ผลกระทบ impact the force or action of one object hitting another

noun

13 1 โครงการ project planned work with a particular aim, limited by time and budget

noun

13 1 สารสกัด extract to remove or take out something

verb

13 1 แทนคา่ substitute to use something or someone instead of another thing or person

verb

13 1 ก าหนด define to say what the meaning of something, especially a word, is

verb

13 1 รวบรวม integrate to join society by  changing ways of life, habits, and customs

verb

13 1 เขม้ intensive involving a lot of effort or activity in a short period of time

adj

13 1 แพรห่ลาย widespread existing or happening in many places and/or among many people

adj

13 2 สง่เสรมิ promote to encourage people to like, buy, use, do, or support something

verb

13 2 รับประกัน guarantee a promise to repair or change a product that develops a fault

noun

13 2 ความยนิยอม consent permission or agreement

noun

13 2 เหตจุงูใจ motive a reason for doing something

noun

13 2 ทา่ทาง pose to cause something, especially a problem or difficulty

verb

13 2 ความเห็น comment something that you say or write that expresses your opinion

noun

13 2 รุน่ version something that is slightly different from other forms of the same thing

noun

13 2 คลาสสกิ pork meat from a pig, eaten as food

noun

13 2 ซึง่คาดหมายไว ้ expectant thinking that something pleasant or exciting is going to happen

adj

13 2 เบือ้งตน้ preliminary coming before a more important action or event, introducing or preparing it

adj

14 1 มั่นคง stable firmly fixed or not likely to move or change

adj

14 1 ไดรั้บ obtain to receive, by asking, buying, working, or producing it from something else

verb

Elizabeth Quan is a London-based practitioner of traditional Chinese medicine.

The French Revolution changed France from a monarchy to a republic.

Most church schools are open to every unbeliever.

The UN will assign troops to monitor the peace and rebuild the hospitals.

They lived in a house adjacent to the railway.

She was always more accepting of coaching suggestions than her teammates.

We are going to locate the new office in downtown Manhatten.

The impact of the crash reduced the car to a third of its original length.

Her latest project is a film based on the life of a 19th-century music hall star.

We will extract the oil from olives to make oil that can be used for cooking.

You can substitute oil for butter in this recipe. 

The United Nations has exercised its authority to restore peace in the area.

Please phone this number if you require any further information.

The high wall will isolate the house from the rest of the village.

The success of this project will rely on everyone making an effort.

Environmentalists are doing everything they can to minimise the impact of the oil spill.

In the summer the academy will exhibit several prints in the art gallery.

They can't publish your name without your consent.

What is the motive behind the bombing?

Nuclear weapons pose a threat to everyone.

Then minister was asked about the pay increase but made no comment.

The official version is that the police were attacked and defended themselves.

He really likes his pork sausages and bacon sandwiches.

Before I answer your question, could you define what you mean exactly?

It's difficult to integrate into a society whose culture is so different from your own.

Intensive bombing throughout the day and night  reduced the city to rubble.

There are reports of widespread flooding in northern France.

Advertising companies are always having to think up new ways to promote products.

The system costs £99.95 including postage, packing and a twelve-month guarantee.

Santa Claus looked up at the children's expectant faces.

Preliminary results show that the vaccine is effective, but this needs to be confirmed.

If the foundations of the house aren't stable, collapse is possible.

First editions of these books are now almost impossible to obtain.
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14 1 การผสมผสาน blend a mixture of different things or styles

noun

14 1 เงนิเฟ้อ inflation a general, continuous increase in prices

noun

14 1 เป็น constitute to be or be considered as something

verb

14 1 โฟกัส focus the main or central point of something, especially of attention or interest

verb

14 1 วัดขนาด calibrate to mark units of measurement on an instrument such so that it can measure accurately

verb

14 1 ระยะเวลา duration the length of time that something lasts

noun

14 1 ไดรั้บมา derive to get something from something else

verb

14 1 ก าจัด dispose to make someone feel a particular way towards someone or something

verb

14 2 บงัคับใช ้ enforce to make people obey a law, or to make a particular situation happen or be accepted

verb

14 2 อพยพ immigrate to come to live in a different country

verb

14 2 ตดิตาม trace to find someone or something that was lost

verb

14 2 หลัก principle a basic idea or rule that explains or controls how something happens or works

noun

14 2 เชือ่มโยงกัน coherent If someone is coherent, you can understand what they say

noun

14 2 อยา่งไมง่ดงาม inelegantly not attratciely performed

adv

14 2 สถาน site a place where something is, was, or will be built

noun

14 2 โอน transfer to move someone or something from one place, vehicle, person, or group to another

verb

14 2 ภาพ image a picture in your mind or an idea of how someone or something is

noun

14 2 ไดรั้บ acquire to get something

verb

15 1 มาก considerable large or of noticeable importance

adj

15 1 กลไก mechanism a part of a machine, or a set of parts that work together

noun

15 1 ยุง่เหยงิ messed up unhappy and emotionally confused

adj

15 1 เศรษฐกจิ economy the system of trade and industry by which the wealth of a country is made and used

noun

15 1 โดยพลการ arbitrary based on chance rather than being planned or based on reason

adj

15 1 ภายหลัง subsequent happening after something else

adj

15 1 แรงงาน labour practical work, especially that which involves physical effort

noun

15 1 แสดงใหเ้ห็นถงึ justify to give or to be a good reason for

verb

15 1 การไวท้กุข์ mourning great sadness felt because someone has died

noun

15 1 สรา้ง construct to build something or put together different parts to form something whole

verb

15 2 สือ่กลาง intermediate being between two other related things, levels, or points

adj

15 2 นวิเคลยีร์ nuclear the power produced when an atom's nucleus is joined to another nucleus

noun

15 2 สถาบนั institute an organization where people do scientific, educational, or social work

noun

15 2 อทุศิ devote to give all to something you believe in or to a person

verb

15 2 สง่ออก export to send goods to another country for sale

verb

This latest defeat will constitute a major setback for the government.

I think Dave likes to be the focus of attention.

Use the dip-stick to measure and calibrate the amount of oil in an engine.

He planned a stay of two years' duration

The institute hopes to derive all its money from foreign investments.

His rudeness when we first met didn't dispose me very kindly towards him.

Enjoy Nescafe, with its rich blend of the finest coffee beans.

The average rate of inflation over a 30 year period is 4.7% per year.

The council haven't yet chosen the site for the new hospital.

To fly to  LA, wewill have to transfer from one plane to another in Tokyo.

I have an image in my mind of how I want the garden to be.

He will buy more shares and will try to acquire the company next year.

The fire caused considerable damage to the church.

These automatic cameras have a special focusing mechanism.

It isn't always easy for the police to enforce speed limits.

He wanted to immigrate to Australia, but didn't qualify.

The police are trying to trace the mother of a child found wandering in the shop.

The machine works according to the principle of electromagnetic conduction.

When she calmed down, she was more coherent. 

She walked inelegantly down the stairs in her evening dress.

Shops will be closed today as a sign of mourning for the queen.

The government are going to construct another bridge across the Mekhon river.

There are three levels of difficulty in this game: low, intermediate and high.

A tsunami crippled the Fukushima nuclear power plant on March 11, 2011.

My friend will study his PhD at MIT, or the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

He left government to devote more time to his family.

She was really messed up as a teenager.

The state of the economy is looking weak as banks are requiring further bailouts.

Did you have a reason for choosing your destination or was it arbitrary?

The book discusses his illness and subsequent resignation from the government.

The car parts themselves are not expensive, it's the labour that costs the money.

the state of the economyI can't really justify taking another day off work.

Our clothes sell so well in this country that we have no need to export.
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15 2 กระจาย distribute to give something out to several people, or to spread or supply something

verb

15 2 วทิยาลัย academy a school that teaches a particular subject or trains people for a particular job

noun

15 2 ถูกกฎหมาย legal connected with the law

adj

15 2 ส าคัญ integral necessary and important as a part of, or contained within, a whole

adj

15 2 คลมุเครอื ambiguous having or expressing more than one possible meaning, sometimes intentionally

adj

16 1 ทีน่่ากลัว daunting making you feel slightly frightened or worried about your ability to achieve something

adj

16 1 ประโยค clause a particular part of a written legal document

adj

16 1 ชว่ยเหลอื assist to help

verb

16 1 เนือ้แท ้ intrinsic being an extremely important and basic characteristic of a person or thing

adj

16 1 เปิดเผย expose to remove what is covering something so that it can be seen

verb

16 1 ระยะหา่ง interval a period between two events or times, or the space between two points

noun

16 1 ขึน้ ๆ ลง ๆ fluctuate to change, especially continuously and between one level or thing and another

verb

16 1 ยับยัง้ restrain to control the actions or behaviour of someone by force

verb

16 1 ชาตพัินธุ์ ethnic relating to a particular race of people

adj

16 1 ตรรกะ logic a particular way of thinking, especially one that is reasonable and based on good judgment

noun

16 2 ชดเชย compensate to pay someone money in exchange for something that has been lost or damaged

verb

16 2 อัตราสว่น ratio the relationship between two amounts, indicating how much bigger one is than the other

noun

16 2 ปัจจัย factor a fact or situation that influences the result of something:

noun

16 2 ระบบการปกครอง regime a particular government or a system or method of government

noun

16 2 สว่นประกอบ component a part that combines with other parts to form something bigger

noun

16 2 สดัสว่น proportion the number or amount of a group or part of something when compared to the whole

noun

16 2 สญัญลักษณ์ symbol a sign, shape, or object that is used to represent something else

noun

16 2 ปฏเิสธ deny to say that something is not true

verb

16 2 เป็นผลลัพธ์ consequent happening as a result of something

adj

16 2 มเีหตผุล rational showing clear thought or reason

adj

17 1 คณะกรรมาธกิาร commission to formally choose someone to do a special piece of work

noun

17 1 โนม้นา้วใจ convince to persuade someone or make them certain

verb

17 1 เถยีง contradict to say the opposite of what someone else has said

verb

17 1 ไมถู่กตอ้ง improper dishonest and against a law or a rule

adj

17 1 ความหยิง่ยโส haughtiness unfriendly and seeming to consider yourself better than other people

noun

17 1 กระทรวง ministry a department of the government led by a minister

noun

17 1 เปลีย่น diversify to start to include more different types or things

verb

17 1 จ ากัด finite having a limit or end

adj

The country was faced with the daunting prospect of overcoming four decades of division.

They have amended a clause in the contract so that overtime is no longer included.

The army arrived to assist in the search.

Maths is an intrinsic part of the school curriculum.

The plaster on the walls has been removed to expose the original bricks underneath.

There's often a long interval between taking a test and getting the results.

The company aims eventually to distribute its products throughout the EU.

He taught British officers in training at the Royal Military Academy in Sandhurst.

Legal aid plays a key part in helping the justice system work.

He's an integral part of the team and we can't do without him.

His reply to my question was somewhat unclear and ambiguous.

Improving the economy has become a major factor in gaining public approval.

The old corrupt, totalitarian regime was overthrown.

Fresh fruit and vegetables are an essential component of a healthy diet.

A higher proportion of women now smoke than used to be the case.

A heart shape is the symbol of love.

He will not confirm or deny the allegations.

Vegetable prices fluctuate according to the season.

When he started fighting, it took four police officers to restrain him.

Conflicts between the different ethnic groups in the country exploded into civil war.

If prices go up, wages will go up too - that's just logic.

The insurance company will compensate victims of the crash for their injuries.

The ratio of men to women at the conference was ten to one (10:1).

Her haughtiness was rather uncomfortable to watch.

The UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) is responsible for the British Armed Forces.

Many wheat farmers have begun to diversify into other forms of agriculture.

Funds for the health service are finite and we cannot afford to waste money.

The use of harmful chemicals and the consequent environmental damage is very serious.

He was too upset to give a rational explanation for his actions.

The Warren Commission investigated the assassination of President Kennedy in 1963. 

He managed to convince the jury of his innocence.

If you're both going to lie, stick to the same story and don't contradict each other!

The governor has denied making improper use of state money.
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17 1 แนบ attach to fasten, join, or connect something

verb

17 1 ลบลา้ง negate to cause something to have no effect

verb

17 2 ให ้ grant money given to a person or organization for a special purpose

noun

17 2 ท าใหม้ั่นใจ ensure to make something certain to happen

verb

17 2 อดทน passive not acting to influence or change a situation; allowing other people to be in control

adj

17 2 วปัิสสนา insight a clear, deep, understanding of a complicated problem or situation

noun

17 2 แสดงวา่ denote to represent something

verb

17 2 บวก positive full of hope and confidence, or giving cause for hope and confidence

adj

17 2 เบีย้ว deform to spoil the usual and true shape of something

verb

17 2 สมัครใจ voluntary done, made, or given willingly, without being forced or paid to do it

adj

17 2 เพยีงขวา just right a time or event that is just around the corner is coming very soon

adj

18 1 ความสมบรูณ์ integrity he quality of being honest and having strong moral principles that you refuse to change:

noun

18 1 ฌาปนสถาน thankful pleased or grateful

adj

18 1 ยากมาก herculean needing great strength and determination

adj

18 1 รับประกัน assure to tell someone confidently that something is true, especially so that they do not worry

verb

18 1 อดุม fertile describes animals or plants that are able to produce (a lot of) young or fruit

adj

18 1 ทางใจ mental relating to the mind, or involving the process of thinking

adj

18 1 ทหาร military relating to or belonging to the armed forces

adj

18 1 ความคดิ notion a belief or idea

noun

18 1 เอกลักษณ์ entity something that exists apart from other things, having its own independent existence

noun

18 1 แผนภมูิ chart drawing that shows information in a simple way, often using lines and curves to show amounts

noun

18 2 นานา numerous many

adj

18 2 ปรับการ orientate to make something suitable for a particular group of people

verb

18 2 ผูก้อ่การก าเรบิ mutineer someone who takes part in a mutiny

noun

18 2 เป็นสญัลักษณ์ typify something that shows all the characteristics expected to be seen

verb

18 2 ฝงูสตัว์ herd a large group of animals of the same type that live and feed together

noun

18 2 จ ากัด วง circumscribe to limit something

verb

18 2 เหมาะสม proper real, satisfactory, suitable, or correct

adj

18 2 น่วม ductile describes metals that can be bent easily

adj

18 2 ในคา่ใชจ้า่ย in charge person who has control of or is responsible for someone or something

noun

18 2 ตัวอยา่ง sample a small amount of something that shows you what the rest is or should be like

noun

18 2 อาน saddle a seat, often made of leather, used on a horse or motorcycle

noun

19 1 ผา้คลมุหนา้ veil a piece of thin material worn by women to cover the face or head

Use this cable to attach the printer to the computer.

Rising costs will negate any increase expected in our profits.

These plastics deform at temperatures of over 90°C.

She does voluntary work for the Red Cross two days a week.

It's still cold today, but spring is just right around the corner.

No one doubted that the president was a man of the highest integrity.

I was thankful that school was over.

She faces the Herculean task of bringing up four children single-handedly.

The Cancer Institute received a research grant this year from the government.

The airline is taking steps to ensure safety on its aircraft.

Traditionally in the church women have been confined to more passive roles.

It was an interesting book, full of fascinating insights into human relationships.

The colour red is used to denote passion or danger.

On a more positive note, we're seeing signs that the housing market is picking up.

The sales chart shows a distinct decline in the past few months.

We have discussed these plans on numerous occasions.

It is essential that the public sector orientates itself more towards the consumer.

Fletcher Christian was the chief mutineer against his captain on HMS Bounty in April 1789.

She would typify the sort of feminist often feared by men with her cropped hair.

A young apachi indian would hunt a  herd of buffalo to show how brave he was.

The union tried to assure the new owners of the workers' loyalty to the company.

The annual floods by the River Nile kept the arable soil fertile.

The family has a history of mental disorder.

NATO is suggesting a foreign military intervention will be needed in Syria.

People have the mistaken notion that business is sales minus costs.

He regarded the Isaan as a separate cultural entity.

There followed a series of tightly circumscribed visits to military installations.

This is Sara's first proper job - she usually does temporary work just for the money.

A ductile metal is capable of being pulled or stretched into thin wire without breaking.

I left Jack in charge of the suitcases while I went to get the tickets.

Please bring a sample of your work to the interview.

He swung himself into the saddle and rode off on his horse.



Wk Thai Thai Word Definition

noun

19 1 เชอืก string strong, thin rope used for fastening and tying things

noun

19 1 เขา้รว่ม affiliate to cause a group to become part of or form a close relationship with another larger group

verb

19 1 หลักการ hinge
a piece of metal that fastens the edge of a door, window, lid, etc. to something else and allows it to 

open or close

noun

19 1 พราว dazzling extremely attractive or exciting

adj

19 1 ถ่าน charcoal a hard, black substance similar to coal that can be used as fuel or to draw with

noun

19 1 เหมาะเจาะ aptly suitable or right for a particular situation

adj

19 1 ชายขอบ fringe the outer or less important part of an area, group, or activity

noun

19 1 คะแนน score to win or get a point, goal, etc. in a competition, sport, game, or exam

noun

19 1 ความชืน้ moisture a liquid such as water in small drops in the air

noun

19 2 อภนิหิาร supernatural caused by forces that cannot be explained by science

adj

19 2 ออกแรง exert to use authority, power or influence to make something happen

verb

19 2 ความรนุแรง violence actions or words that are intended to hurt people

noun

19 2 เปรยีบ comparable similar in size, amount, or quality to something else

adj

19 2 ขอ้ยกเวน้ exception someone or something that is not included in a rule or does not behave in the expected way

noun

19 2 คอนกรตี concrete a very hard building material made by mixing together cement, sand, small stones, and water

noun

19 2ผูส้นับสนุนลัทธติัง้อัตราภาษีศลุกากรสงูprotectionist government action to help its country's industry by taxing goods from other countries

adj

19 2 การเก็บรักษา preservation the act of keeping something the same or of preventing it from being damaged

noun

19 2 รวบรัด succinct said in a clear and short way; expressing what needs to be said without unnecessary words

adj

19 2 ดวงประทปี luminary a person who is famous and important in a particular area of activity

noun

20 1 เสือ่มสภาพ deteriorate to become worse

verb

20 1 ป้วนเป้ียน hang around to move or do things slowly

verb

20 1 ศักดิศ์รี prestige respect and admiration givendue to reputation

noun

20 1 การแทรกแซง intervention intentionally become involved in a difficult situation in order to improve it

noun

20 1 มคีวามหมายวา่ signify to be a sign of something; to mean

verb

20 1 วลิโลว์ willow a tree that grows near water and has long, thin branches that hang down

noun

20 1 อยา่งดจัีด well-organized arranged according to a particular system

adj

20 1 ไมแ้ปรรปู lumber to move slowly and awkwardly

verb

20 1 น่าเบือ่ irksome annoying

adj

20 1 ประชมุสดุยอด summit an important formal meeting between leaders of governments from two or more countries

noun

20 2 เป็นตัวเอก stellar describes people or their activities that are of an extremely high standard

adj

20 2 โปรง่ใส transparent If a substance or object is transparent, you can see through it very clearly

adj

20 2 เนือ้หา content pleased with your situation and not hoping for change or improvement

After the ceremony, the bride lifted up her veil to kiss her husband.

When you pull the string, the puppet's arms and legs move.

We are going to affiliate the school with a national association of driving schools.

We had to take the front door off each hinge to get our new sofa into the house.

The ballet dancer gave a dazzling performance.

I prefer sketching in charcoal to pencil.

The girls are of comparable ages.

You must report here every Tuesday without exception.

The contruction is very strong because it is made with reinforced concrete.

Protectionist policies protect a home market whilst expecting others to remain open.

There is great public concern about some of the chemicals used in food preservation.

We spent a week at the aptly named Grand View Hotel.

He attended several of the fringe meetings at the conference.

She is hoping to score high marks on her GAT this year.

These plants need a rich soil which retains moisture.

She is said to have supernatural powers and to be able to communicate with the dead.

If you were to exert your influence they might change their decision.

Wayne Rooney played exceptionally well and demonstrated a stellar performance.

Grow the bulbs in a transparent plastic box, so the children can see the roots growing.

Nobody really knows what the marks on the ancient stones signify.

A willow tree has flexible twigs that are used to weave baskets.

The letters had been placed in well-organized piles, one for each letter of the alphabet.

In the distance, we could see a herd of elephants lumber across the plain.

The vibration can become irksome after a while.

World leaders will meet next week for their annual economic summit.

Keep your letter succinct and to the point.

The Dalai Lama is a luminary who provides wise teaching to the masses.

She was taken into hospital last week when her condition began to deteriorate.

Go and pack but don't hang around. We have to go in an hour.

Many people are attracted by the prestige of working for a top company.

Half the people questioned said they were opposed to military intervention 

It seems that the attack was a mindless act of violence.



Wk Thai Thai Word Definition

adj

20 2 การเรง่รัด precipitation water that falls from the clouds towards the ground, especially as rain or snow

noun

20 2 จติทราม idiocy a stupid action, or stupid behaviour

noun

20 2 นันทนาการ recreation enjoying yourself when you are not working

noun

20 2 อปุสรรค obstacle something that blocks movement or prevents an action action

noun

20 2 ผูป้กครอง custodian a person with responsibility for protecting or taking care of something

noun

20 2 ลว่งรู ้ foresee to know about something before it happens

verb

20 2 การโจมตี onslaught a very powerful attack

noun

The biggest obstacle in our way was a tree trunk in the road.

Peter is the custodian of a museum so he has to open and close it daily.

I don't foresee any difficulties so long as we keep within budget.

It is unlikely that his forces could withstand an allied onslaught for very long.

He seems fairly content with his life.

The forecast is for dry, cloudy weather with no precipitation expected.

It's a crazy idea. I can't believe the idiocy of the whole scheme.

Emma's only form of recreation seems to be shopping.


